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The emphasis in rifl e-scopes remains on long-range shooting. More power across broader zoom ranges and complex reticles prompt 
bigger tubes for greater range of adjustment. Laser-ranging binoculars imperil targets at distances that once defi ed howitzers. For those of 
us still prowling ’pole patches, there’s good news too, if less. Here’s a sampling from SHOT Show 2018. Proliferation of brands conspires 
with limited page space to leave some iconic names absent.

GearBY WAYNE VAN ZWOLL

The Conquest V4 series of 30mm rifl e-scopes, new for 2018, boasts 4-times 
magnifi cation in four models: 1-4x24, 3-12x56, 4-16x44 and 6-24x50. 
All have second-plane reticles. The 1-4x and 3-12x can be ordered with 
illuminated dot. The 4-16x and 6-24x have a turret-side focus/parallax dial 
and a Ballistic Stop elevation dial for quick, positive return to zero. All feature 
LotuTec lens coatings. A new Victory RF laser rangefi nding binocular comes 
in 8x42, 10x42, 8x54 and 10x54 versions, from $3,250. Impressed by the 

sharp, brilliant, color-true images, I also like the sleek profi les. Magnesium frames keep weights to 
32 and 39 ounces for 42mm and 54mm models. These Bluetooth-compatible binos help you hit 
by delivering shot angle, temperature, even atmospheric pressure in brightness-
adjustable LED reads! Buttons on both barrels permit one-touch ranging with 
either hand. The new RF complements Victory SF and HT models, and the more 
affordable Conquest HD and Terra ED series. Zeiss has also fi elded a new Harpia 
spotting scope with 3-times magnifi cation in a wheel adjacent to the dual-speed 
focus wheel on the body. Zoom from 22x-65x on the Harpia 85, and 23-70x on the 
Harpia 95. No need to touch the eyepiece! Visit www.zeiss.com.

Learn more about these valued partners and others at www.rmef.org/HowToHelp/SupportOurPartners 

Burris
Three generations of the laser rangefi nding Eliminator rifl e-scopes have brought 
improvements. The Eliminator III, 3-12x42 or 4-16x50, reads farther: 1,200 
yards on refl ective targets, 750 on game. If, like me, you won’t fi re at elk that 
far away, this scope helps you plan a stalk and lets you know when you are in 
range. Push a button to get a distance read. Because you’ve programmed the scope earlier for your particular load, another button-press 
lights a dot on the reticle’s stem. Hold center with that dot. Fire. The bullet lands spot-on! Like Eliminator II, the III has an inclinometer 
to compensate for steep shots. Finger-friendly W/E dials now have 1⁄8-minute clicks. Burris has added a new X96 rear-plane reticle. This 
30-ounce Eliminator is trimmer than its predecessors. What hasn’t changed is ring-free mounting direct to a Picatinny rail. Eliminators have 
put my shots well within a minute of point of aim! A pal prefers this sight on muzzle-loaders as well as on centerfi re rifl es. Once, stalking a 
mountain goat, his rifl e slipped from his hand and cartwheeled over a cliff onto a slide 500 feet below. He retrieved it and killed the billy with 
one shot. “That Eliminator is bomb-proof!” It functions to -30 F; batteries endure 5,000 cycles. With the Tri Modular Prism Rifl escope, it 
joins several new Burris hunting optics in 2018. Visit www.burrisoptics.com.

Bad news: VX-1 and VX-2 rifl e-scopes are going away. Good news: they’re 
being replaced by the VX-Freedom series: 1.5-4x20, 2-7x33, 3-9x40, 
4-12x40 and 3-9x50. Priced from $260 to $390, these scopes have 
1-inch tubes and weigh between 9½ and 14½ ounces. Your rifl e 

stays lively, its heft between your hands. Like all Leupolds, these are rugged sights, recoil-proofed on 
machines that repeatedly deliver the jolt of a .375. Another new scope series, the VX-5HD, comprises 
nine 30mm sub-models in 1-5x24, 2-10x42, 3-15x44 and 3-15x56 confi gurations. The 17-ounce 
2-10x is a fi ne big game sight and will sit low on your rifl e. You get 120 minutes of wind/elevation 
(W/E) adjustment, Guard-ion lens coatings to repel water, grease and grit, HD glass and the 
option of a lighted reticle. Add a CDS top dial to match the arc of your favorite load for instant 
range correction. Leupold’s VX-6HD is still the fl agship hunting sight, with the VX-3i a 
price notch below the new VX-5HD. In illuminated scopes, I like the 30mm 2-7x33 and 
4-12x40 VX-Rs. They’re trim and modestly priced. For those of us with an abiding 
faith in fi xed-power sights, Leupold’s FX family still offers its 2½-, 4- and 6-power. 
The “Mark” line of military/LE scopes now includes a Mark 5HD. Choose 
3.6-18x44 or a 5-25x56. Both have 35mm tubes, weigh around 30 ounces. 
Also new: pocket-size 7x RX-2800 and 6x RX-1600i and RX-1300i laser 
rangefi nders. Leupold is a decades-long supporter and donates a portion of 
proceeds from the sale of select optics back to RMEF. Visit www.leupold.com. 
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Swarovski
Z8 and Z6 rifl e-scopes (with 8- and 6-times 
magnifi cation ranges) also come in illuminated-reticle, or 
“i” versions, as does the X5 Swarvovski calls its “long 
range expert.” All have 30mm tubes and wonderful 
optics—and retail tags exceeding $1,800. I’m sweet 
on the more affordable 1-inch Z5 and Z3. There’s no more versatile big game scope than the 3.5-18x44 Z5, and it weighs just shy of a 
pound. One of my favorite sights for elk rifl es is the Z3 3-9x36, which can be mounted low and scales 12 ounces. For 2018, Austria’s most 
celebrated optics fi rm has redesigned its CL Companion and Pocket binoculars. The fi rst renditions struck me as great bargains. These are 
better! Changes aren’t just cosmetic! Listing from $966 to just over $1,400, new CLs deliver such sharp images, you might think you’re 
using Swarovski’s top-end ELs. My pick: the 18-ounce 8x30 and 10x30 CLs. Yes, the SLC line endures, now with a 15x56 that, on a tripod, 
is much more comfortable to use than a spotting scope—at least, most spotting scopes. Swarovski’s new BTX spotter with modular 
65-, 85- and 95mm objectives gives you two ocular lenses, like a binocular. With the brow support, you’ll rest easy while glassing longer 
and tapping your natural binocular vision to reduce eye fatigue and improve depth perception. Visit www.swarovskioptik.com.

Halo
Laser rangefi nders remain the focus at Halo, whose 2018 
introductions include four new pocket-friendly models. 
The XLR 1500 reaches farther than any previous Halos 
(6x XRT and slope-compensating Xray lines, and the 8x 
Xtanium 600 and 1000). You’ll get reads on refl ective 
targets to 1,500 yards, with “Angle Intelligence” that shows 
horizontal distance so you can accurately dope bullet drop. 
Its scan mode gives continuous data; you’ll range moving 
animals and switch targets easily. Like the new 6x Z1000, 
XR700 and 4x XL600, the XLR 1500 is powered by a CR2 
lithium-ion battery and claims accuracy to within 1 yard. 
Optical glass yields bright, sharp images. As with any 
rangefi nder, reach to non-refl ective targets (read animals) 
won’t match that to a metal barn on a hill. But you knew as 
much. Visit www.halooptics.com.

Leica
No longer is 1,000 yards a stretch for a laser. Leica’s newest 
Geovid rangefi nding binocular, the HD-B 3000, ranges 
accurately to 3,000! It follows the Geovid HD-B Edition 2200, 
in 8x42 and 10x42 versions, whose Micro-SD slot accepts 
ballistics data to put your bullets on target. Three HD-R models, 
8x42, 10x42 and 8x56, reach 2,700 yards. While the original 
Geovid was heavy and bulky and cost over $3,000, the HD-R 
and new HD-B 3000 8x42 and 10x42 are easier to carry and 
use, optically superior and sell for less! They also have what 
Leica calls ABC: Advanced Ballistic Compensation. Shirt-pocket 
laser rangefi nders include the 7x, 6½-ounce CRF-2000-B, for 
accurate reads to 2,000 yards. In binoculars, the Ultravid that 
replaced the Trinovid has itself been upstaged by the open-
bridge Noctovid, 8x42 and 10x42. They’re arguably the best 
binoculars anywhere. Visit us.leica-camera.com.

GPO
German Precision Optics aims to offer exceptional value in modestly priced rifl e-
scopes. Machined 1-inch aluminum tubes house multi-coated optics. The 3-9x40 
lists for just $300, with no-fault lifetime warranty! Before you dismiss all 3-9s 
as yesterday’s news, can you name a more useful magnifi cation range that fi ts 
comfortably in a slim tube? A 3-9x would have served for every elk I’ve taken or 
tried to take in 45 years of hunting! In low rings that 40mm front bell clears most 
rifl e barrels. But variety sells, so GPO offers 4-12x scopes with 40, 42 and 50mm 
objectives, and others like the 1-8x24i Tac, with 34mm tube and 104 minutes of 
elevation. It has locking target dials, fi rst-plane illuminated reticle and 3½ inches of 
eye relief. Weight: 19 ounces. GPO scopes with 6-times magnifi cation include the 
Passion 1-6x24, 2.5-15x50 and 2.5-15x56. Visit www.gpo-usa.com.
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Meopta
The MeoNight 1.1x night-vision device serves hunters after nocturnal game 
like wild hogs. It can be used as a night-vision monocular or with a rifl e-
scope to detect targets to 650 yards. There’s an external brightness control, 
an automatic shut-off. Meopta has also announced the MeoRed T 1x30 
refl ex sight. Designed for AR-style rifl es, it’s as useful on any long gun in close quarters and failing light. The 1.5-minuted red dot has 12 
brightness settings. Unlimited eye relief makes the MeoRed easy to use from unconventional positions and on handguns. I’ve been sweet 
on Meopta optics since a MeoPro 3-9x40 helped me kill two fi ne whitetails with tough shots. The product line includes traditional scopes 
of high optical quality. End lenses wear scratch-resistant MeoShield and hydrophobic MeoDrop coatings. The upscale 30mm R2 stable 
with 6-times magnifi cation includes a 1-6x24 with lighted rear-plane K-Dot2 or German #4 reticle. The 34mm MeoTac 3-12x50 has a 
100-minute elevation range and fi rst-plane reticle with 16 brightness settings. American-owned Meopta is a Czech company, operating 
since 1933. Besides hunting optics, it has made aircraft windshields and prisms for Abrams tanks. Visit www.meoptasportsoptics.com.

Nightforce
The most powerful Nightforce ATACR (Advanced Tactical Rifl escope), a 7-35x56, 
weighs 39 ounces. Not what I’d cinch to an elk rifl e. But it’s emblematic of optics 
evolving from the NSX line of target scopes that now includes 1-4x24, 2.5-10x42 
and 3-15x50 hunting models—and, for 2018, a 1-8x24 NX8. Fate blessed me briefl y with a 7-35x56 F1. “F1” denotes a reticle in the front 
focal plane. Like the 4-16x42 F1, a new 4-16x50, a 5-25x56 F1 and a 5-25x56, the 7-35x56 has a 34mm tube, ED glass and .25-minute 
or .1-mil W/E adjustments. It’s just 16 inches long but has a generous 6.5 inches of free tube. Nightforce alloy rings with titanium jaws and 
cross-members gripped it fi rmly on my Savage rifl e in 6.5 Creedmoor. The illuminated MOAR reticle (one of three) “fl oats” for unobstructed 
view. A 100-minute lift on the elevation dial affords great reach, especially with a Pic rail that adds 20 minutes of gain. The ZeroStop feature 
means instant return to zero. I tested repeatability by “shooting around the square.” This scope excelled! After 80 clicks, the last bullets 
landed just .3 inch from the fi rst. Each click moved impact .275 inches, instead of a claimed .250. Not a disquieting disparity. Despite its 
broad power range and high top-end magnifi cation, eye relief stayed within a narrow range: 3.3 to 3.5 inches. The big 56mm front lens makes 
sense. At 10x you get an exit pupil of 5.6mm, about as much light as you can use in dim places. At 18x EP shrinks to 3mm, wide enough for 
mid-day pokes at marmots. At 28x, you may still have enough light, but the tiny fi eld rocks with each heartbeat as ripples of mirage become 
rough surf. For hunters who carry nimble rifl es, Nightforce has a growing line of lighter, less powerful scopes. Visit www.nightforceoptics.

Nikon
Just three times in big-game-hunting memory, 6-power magnifi cation would have been too much—twice on 
running game and on an elephant swinging to face me. All close, in cover. Many hunters favor more powerful 
glass. Nikon’s new 6-24x50 Black X1000 boasts an increasingly popular range, and sight pictures to make 
you swoon, in a 25-ounce sight just 15¼ inches long. It has a glass-etched illuminated reticle in the second 
focal plane. You get 17 mils of adjustment per dial (or choose minutes). Full-rotation marks help you track 
adjustments. Lift the spring-loaded dial to reset the zero. You can also install a Spot On Custom Turret (dial) 
from Nikon. The reticle has 10 brightness settings and an automatic shut-off. The turret-side focus/parallax 
dial and helical eyepiece yield tack-sharp images. Of course, the X1000’s lead- and arsenic-free lenses are 
fully multi-coated. Nikon’s X1000 delivers high power and a broad power range in a tube to complement many 

rifl es. The price of such quality and versatility: $650! Also new in 2018 is the Monarch 3000 Stabilized range fi nder. Range refl ective 
targets to 3,000 yards—nearly two miles—and adjust the red OLED display for a wide-range of light conditions. Take angle out of the 
equation with Nikon’s I/D (incline/decline) technology. The 6x zoom is a nice touch as well. Visit www.nikonsportoptics.com.

SIG
The company started in 1853 when Friedrich Payer im Hof, Heinrich Moser and Conrad 
Neher opened a wagon factory near the Rhine Falls in Switzerland, then became a 
fi rearms-maker, then added ammo and optics. Electro-Optics sights include Tango4 and 
Tango6 “tactical” sights, Whiskey3 and Whiskey5 hunting models. The 34mm tubes of 
the most powerful Tango6 scopes make them ill-suited to trim rifl es. The 30mm 1-6x24, with fi rst- or second-plane reticle, is more to my 
liking. Tango4s comprise 6-24x50, 4-16x44, 3-12x42 and 1-4x24 sights. Both series feature lockable, resettable elevation dials—and a 
dial tailored to your favorite load. Six Whiskey5 scopes include the 3-15x44 I’ve used on a LAW rifl e in .280 Improved. It has a turret-side 
focus/parallax dial, LevelPlex anti-cant feature. A motion-sensitive switch kills reticle illumination after 2 minutes, restoring it when the 
rifl e is moved. The SIG Ballistic Turret, or SBT, comes with most Whiskey5 and Whiskey3 sights. Affordable 1-inch Whiskey3s (4-12x50, 
4-12x40, 3-9x50, 3-9x40 and 2-7x33) boast fi ber-optic reticle illumination. Visit www.sigsauer.com.
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Steiner
Best known for battle-ready binoculars, Steiner has shouldered its way into the sporting 
market. New H4Xi rifle-scopes, a 3-12x56 and 4-16x56, have 30mm tubes and low-profile 
W/E dials. Illuminated rear-plane reticles and German glass bring sharp sight pictures. 
These 25-ounce scopes measure 13¼ and 14½ inches, retail for $1,250 and $1,325. They complement the Nighthunter Xtreme line of  
illuminated 30mm sights, 1-5x24 to 3-15x6. The 1.6-8x42 is a smart pick for elk country. Steiner’s P4Xi 1-4x24 rifle-scope squats low 
and boasts a lighted reticle with convenient “off” detents between 11 brightness settings. Modest prices define GS3 scopes, 2-10x42 to 
4-20x50. Steiner’s military-style M332 and M536 red dot sights have quick-release mounts that fit Weaver/Picatinny rails. With an R1x Red 
Dot Tactical Sight you can switch from one dot to a three-dot “tree.” The Bluetooth-capable M830r laser rangefinding binocular lets you 
upload weather data from a Kestrel 5700 Elite Weather Meter with Applied Ballistics. “The only Porro-prism binocular accurate to 6,000 
meters,” says Steiner. Visit www.steiner-optics.com.

Tract
Launched late in 2015 by people steeped in optics manufacture, Tract strives to deliver 
“top-end performance at mid-level prices.” Shooters can order Tract optics direct, eliminating 
dealer mark-up. The rifle-scopes and binoculars are designed stateside and produced by Light 
Optical (Japan) and Asia Optical (the Philippines), which make fine glass for other firms in the U.S. and Germany. Tract’s Toric and Tekoa 
scope lines have Schott HT glass and ED objective lenses. Torics come in 3-15x50, 3-15x42 and 2-10x42 versions, 18 to 23 ounces, at 
$724, $694 and $654. They boast 4 inches of eye relief behind 1-inch tubes. Turrets have quarter-minute dials with zero stops and dial 
locks. The 3-15s wear turret-side focus/parallax dials. Tekoa scopes—4-16x44, 3-12x50, 3-12x42, 2.5-10x42—list from $574. Parallax 
dials appear on all but the 2.5-10x. Install a custom dial if you wish. Tract enters the price war with its 3-9x40, $394 Turion. T-Plex and 
Impact BDC reticles are of copper wire. The Response was designed for ARs, in 4-16x42 with BDC reticles for long shooting with the 
.223/5.56 or the .308/7.62. Weight: 20 ounces. Its sibling, the 2.5-10x42 Response, comes only with the .223/5.56 reticle, sans parallax 
dial, for $50 less, at $354. For under $200 rimfire shooters can get the 4-12x40 22Fire, with T-Plex or Impact BDC wire reticle, parallax-free 
at 75 yards. A 3-9x40 is parallax-corrected at 50. Toric and Tekoa binoculars have scuff- and oil-resistant coatings that bead water. Tract 
warranties products for life, even if they change hands! Visit www.tractoptics.com.

Trijicon
The Advanced Combat Optical Gunsight gave Trijicon a chance to enter the hunting market. The 
RMR reflex red dot sight followed AccuPoint rifle-scopes. Now there’s a series of HD binoculars 
and spotting scopes. Trijicon optics rely on tritium or LED illumination, or both. The 1-8x28 AccuPower 
LED rifle-scope has a 34mm tube and resettable W/E dials in MOA or mils. It gives you 100 minutes of elevation. 
Illuminated first-plane reticles in red or green feature 11 brightness settings with “off” detents. For 2018 the RMR Type 2 
is even more durable and comes in three versions with dot reticles from 1 to 13 MOA. This sight hunkers low on the bridge, weighs 
almost nothing and is very fast. Ideal for handguns and shotguns, it’s too often overlooked by riflemen. CR2032 batteries last up to 4 years 
with continuous use. A new AccuPoint 4-16x50 scope with 30mm tube boasts 80 minutes of adjustment. Choose from six second-plane, 
fiber-optic-and-tritium-illuminated reticles in red, green or amber. Visit www.trijicon.com.

Vortex
A new Razor HD Gen II E rifle-scope suits AR-style rifles—but its short 30mm tube also suits trim elk 
rifles. This 1-6x24 has 4 inches of eye relief, 150 minutes of travel per W/E dial (mil graduations available 
too). It weighs 22 ounces and is parallax-corrected at 100 yards. Also new for 2018: the 30mm Strike Eagle 
rifle-scope series, 4-24x50, 3-18x44, 1-8x24 and 1-6x24, all with second-plane illuminated reticles, quarter-minute 
clicks. The 4-24x and 3-18x feature turret-mounted focus/parallax dials. Gen II Viper PST rifle-scopes have a dial stem rotation 
indicator with a zero stop. All but the 1-6x24 in this 30mm line have five-times magnification ranges. Scratch-resistant coatings shield 
end lenses. The Diamondback Tactical stable brings high-end features to 1-inch 3-9x40 and 4-12x40 scopes. A new 1x, 5-ounce Crossfire 
red dot sight has unlimited eye relief, 11 brightness settings. Its 2-minute dot delivers parallax-free aim. Laser rangefinders include the 
Ranger 1800 and 1300 with 6x magnification. They weigh less than 8 ounces. Vortex also has a new Viper HD spotting scope, a powerful 
18x56 Kaibab binocular. Visit www.vortexoptics.com.

Styrka
Hooray! The fixed-power 4x32 is not dead! Styrka offers it in its 1-inch S3 line. The 4-12x50 S3, a 
3-9x40 and the 4.5-14x44 S5 have turret-side focus/parallax dials. The second-plane reticle in the new S5 
SH-BDC 3-9x40 helps you dope bullet drop at long range. I like the S5 1.75-5x32 with machined brass erector 
tube. Resettable W/E dials have 60 minutes of adjustment. The 30mm S7 3-12x42 and 2.5-15x50 rifle-scopes include 
parallax correction, and are offered with illumination. There’s a 1-6x24 S7 too. Styrka offers red dot sights with red or green 
2.5- and 5-minute dots. These sights are durable, fogproof and waterproof, with six brightness settings, unlimited eye relief. 
Styrka also lists roof-prism binoculars: 8x and 10x, 30 to 42mm, in four grades. The top-end S9 15x56 helps you glass comfortably 
from a tripod. Styrka’s impressive warranty even includes annual cleanings! The Minnesota firm borrows its name from a Scandinavian 
word for “strength.” Visit www.styrkastrong.com.
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